Integrated silicon photonics offers great potential for quantum communication devices in terms of robustness and scalability. Here we demonstrate high-speed low-error QKD using silicon photonic devices combining slow thermo-optic DC biases and fast carrier-depletion modulation.
Quantum technologies are rapidly developing and have the potential to revolutionise the fields of computing and telecommunications. They have major implications for the security of many of our conventional cryptographic techniques which are known to be insecure against a quantum computer. Fortunately, quantum key distribution (QKD) provides a highly secure approach to sharing random encryption keys by transmitting single photons. Although QKD has advanced from simple proof-of-principle experiments towards robust long-term demonstrations, it has still not obtained wide-scale adoption [1] .
Integrated photonics provides a stable, compact, and robust platform to implement complex photonic circuits amenable to mass-manufacture, and therefore provides a compelling technology for optical quantum information devices. The appeal of this platform has led to integrated photonic technologies increasingly being deployed in the development of practical QKD systems. Demonstrations include integrated devices for Reference-Frame-Independent QKD [2] , planar waveguide components in transmitters and receivers, and chip-to-chip QKD using GHz clocked indium phosphide transmitters and silicon oxynitride receivers [3] .
Silicon photonics, in particular, is a leading platform for quantum photonic technologies with the promise of high density integration, mature fabrication processing, and compatibility with microelectronics. Silicon has been used to demonstrate sources of quantum light, manipulation and transmission of quantum information, and integration with single photon detectors. It has also been used in classical computing and communications for modulation, transceivers, and a recent demonstration of optical interconnects alongside electronic microprocessor technology. However, highspeed modulation of quantum states in standard silicon photonic fabrication has been limited. With no natural electrooptic non-linearity, many silicon quantum photonic experiments instead utilise slow thermo-optic phase modulators (TOPM) for high-fidelity state preparation. Carrier injection or carrier depletion modulators (CDM) offer high-speed operation, but incur phase dependent loss and saturation, which are detrimental in quantum applications where state preparation has stringent requirements.
Here we show an approach to overcome the limitations of saturation and phase dependent loss of high-speed carrierdepletion modulators in standard silicon photonic fabrication [4] . We describe a combination of slow, but ideal, thermooptic phase modulators alongside fast, but non-ideal, carrier depletion modulators utilised for QKD state preparation at GHz speeds. We then use this technique to demonstrate three implementations of high-speed low-error QKD ( Figure  1) : chip-to-chip Coherent One Way (COW) QKD, polarisation encoded BB84, and time-bin encoded BB84 state preparation.
We perform chip-to-chip COW QKD using the integrated SiO x N y receiver device from Ref. [3] as illustrated in Figure 1 (a). We produce 175 ps FWHM optical pulses with a high ∼25 dB extinction ratio between bright and empty pulses. The system operates with a 1.72 GHz clock-rate (or 0.86 GHz system-rate, as one state is sent every two clock cycles) with a QBER of 1.01% and estimated asymptotic secure key rate of 916 kbps over a 20 km fibre.
To prepare states for polarisation encoded BB84, we couple an intensity modulated (IM) laser to launch 175 ps FWHM optical pulses into a path encoded MZI (Figure 1(b) ). Applying static biases to the TOPMs in the MZI prepares the | + i state, and using each of the CDMs generates one of the four BB84 states. Finally this path encoded state is combined on a 2D grating coupler that acts as a path-to-polarisation converter, before being sent to a fibre-based receiver. We measure a low QBER of 1.1% while the transmitter is operated with a 1 GHz clock-rate which yields an estimated asymptotic secure key rate of 329 kbps over a 20 km fibre using a non-phase randomised weak coherent BB84 security proof without decoy states against general attacks. The rate and maximum secure distance could be increased drastically with the addition of an extra integrated intensity modulator to produce decoy states.
For the time-bin encoded BB84 QKD, an external laser (1550 nm) is intensity modulated (IM) to generate weak coherent pulses (350 ps FWHM) which are coupled into the silicon chip containing an AMZI with a 1.5 ns delay line to separate photon pulses into one of two time-bins (Figure 1(c) ). Here, |0 and |1 are encoded by a photon in the first or second time-bin respectively and |+ and |− encoded by a photon in a superposition of the first and second time-bin with 0 and π relative phase respectively. We observe a low QBER of 2.1% for this proof-of-principle demonstration of time-bin encoded BB84 state preparation. Future systems will benefit from a dedicated low-loss silicon receiver circuit minimising both fibre-to-chip coupling loss and loss caused by the CDMs and delay-line.
This work experimentally demonstrates the feasibility of high-speed QKD transmitters in CMOS-based silicon photonic integrated circuits. In particular, we show an approach to overcome the problems of high-fidelity state preparation when using non-ideal fast modulation in standard silicon photonic fabrication. Using a combination of slow, but ideal TOPMs alongside high-bandwidth (∼10 GHz), but non-ideal CDMs we demonstrate QKD state preparation and pulse modulation. The ability to scale up these integrated circuits and incorporate microelectronics opens the way to new and advanced integrated quantum communication technologies and larger adoption of quantum-secured communications.
